Glare issue from Skylights offer unique problems, enter Draper FlexLouvers for the perfect solar control issue.

Interior roller window shades are great for solar control in houses of worship — especially with issues like glare — but sometimes a different solar control solution is necessary.

Take, for instance, the First Presbyterian Church of Houston, Texas. The church’s fellowship hall is a multi-purpose space with skylights. There is the need to sometimes have the natural light, but keep it controlled or blocked at other times. One solution would have been a Draper SkyLight FlexShade®, but in this case the architect decided to go another direction and utilize the FlexLouver Rack Arm System.

The rack arm system consists of opaque aluminum painted slats that can be closed to a “brown-out” position or opened to various angles to allow direct daylighting.

“This offers better and more flexible solar control than a roller shade product,” explained Jeff Hole, a Texas Registered Architect and LEED Accredited Professional who does consultative sales for Tri-Tex Enterprises. “It is a higher quality solution since the product is constructed out of aluminum (slats) rather than fabric. There are also no light gaps that would exist between roller shades.”

Hole said the FlexLouver at Houston FPC is a motorized system tied in to the existing electrical circuit and operated by a wall switch, so the system can be closed or adjusted with ease.

Draper’s Solar Control Solutions, including the FlexLouver, also work well when placed on the exterior, and used in conjunction with interior shading systems.

For more information on Draper’s FlexLouver Rack Arm Systems, go to draperinc.com/solarcontrolsolutions/productdetail.aspx?detail=238.
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